Introducing a pouch for liquid packaging with universal design!

A new style of pouches for liquid packaging designed for better easiness in opening and pouring the content out.

**APcut**

**AMPULE CUT**

Enhanced usability of pouches for liquid packaging

Conventional pouches for liquids had several disadvantages including difficulties in finding the cut edge and pouring out the content, and always made your hands dirty when opening the pouch. “AMPULE CUT” can resolve these issues.

“AMPULE CUT” is a new type of pouch for liquid packaging which enables easy opening and smooth pouring.

With universal design, everyone can use it without stress.

With AMPULE CUT, you can hold the pouch steady and open it easily by tearing along perforation without dirtying your fingers. Unlike conventional pouches which were opened from the side (vertical) sealed part, AMPULE CUT can be opened from the clinch on the opposite side, which enables smooth pouring!

With conventional films...

There were disadvantages including difficulties in finding the cut edge and pouring, and always made your hands dirty.
Can be used for various purposes! Also suitable for viscous food products!!

Even viscous food products including sauce, mayonnaise, etc. can be poured out to the desired area in an adequate amount.

Enhanced usability for more comfort in everyday life.

High-speed auto fillers for liquids and pastes

~AMPULE CUT Specification~

Fully leveraging the functions of the liquid filling films, the highly-developed “DANGAN” has enhanced our liquid packaging system. Owing to the high-precision filling technique of “DANGAN”, we were able to produce AMPULE CUT.